68    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
In 1940, as supplementary safeguards, came the investment-
company act and the investment advisers' law.
Less widely indorsed were certain monetary ventures of
the New Deal, which showed the president in his not un-
usual role of experimentalist, seeking to raise prices. It was
his special concern to increase agricultural prices relative to
nonagricultural ones, and since prices like those of wheat and
cotton were highly sensitive to international demand, it was
believed with considerable justification that devaluation of
the dollar would prove efficacious. In April, 1933, the gov-
ernment announced that it had gone off the gold standard.
From Congress Roosevelt obtained permissive authority to
inflate the currency in any of five stipulated ways. In June,
1933, the world monetary and economic conference met in
London with hopes of achieving currency stabilization; but
it came to naught, thanks on the one hand to the self-seeking
of France and her gold-bloc satellites and, on the other, to
President Roosevelt's sudden fear lest such stabilization check
a groundswell of rising prices just beginning at home. His
wireless message of July 3 was widely blamed for having
"torpedoed" the conference. The net result was to foster hos-
tility to the United States abroad, and on this side of the
water to confirm the average citizen's isolationism* Not until
September, 1936, did Britain, France and the United States
finally reach agreement to prevent sharp fluctuations and
competitive devaluation*
The most dubious monetary essay of the New Deal came
in the autumn of 1933 after the honeymoon of early recov-
ery had waned. The president ventured to try the commod-
ity-dollar theory of Professor George R Warren of Cornell,
called by Republicans the "rubber-dollar program" and by
Al Smith the "baloney dollar/' Forced devaluation of the
dollar to slightly less than sixty per cent of its former gold
content was expected to advance prices generally and specifi-
cally to improve the position of American exports. A slight
improvement in foreign trade followed, but the chief visible

